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money as a communis mensuml, the ' measure of trade',
testified to the function which it fulfilled. The Quantity
Theory was implied in the statement that " since the
treasure of the Indies was found, when we had plenty of
silver come home, the price of things did arise "2. The
principle which governs the international distribution of
specie — namely, that commodities attract money — was
enunciated by Sir E. Sandys: " Spain is the well-head
for silver; and though the law be rigorous, yet so long as
they want the commodities of other nations and have no
commodities to return, their money must needs go out " 3.
These statements on the nature of wealth and money
°f^e       serve to strengthen the view advanced below  that  the
Balance
of Trade, general body of mercantilist thought (1550-1750) was not
built on a Midas-like conception of wealth—' the narrowing
lust for gold'. Although occasional lapses and unguarded
phrases may be found in ' Discourses' which were not
intended as economic treatises, the instructed opinion of
the seventeenth century was interpreted by the historian of
the Royal Society in 1667, when he criticized the ' Spaniards
in America' because their ' chief design' was the trans-
portation of bullion, which was so profitable that they
neglected ' many other of its native riches ' *. The practical
importance of the controversy over money lies in the fact
that it gave birth to the Theory of the Balance of Trade,
which in the seventeenth century became a corner-stone of
the mercantilist theory of foreign commerce. The mercan-
tilist school adhered to the principle of free trade in the
precious metals, in contrast with the bullionist school which
favoured restrictions. Like any other commodity money
could be sent abroad provided a favourable balance of trade,
a surplus of exports over imports, brought money back into
the country. The balance of trade was the factor which
1	Ibid. iv. 59 ;  v. 491.   By ' measure' is here meant " the counters
with which men reckon" (Davenant: infra, vol. iii. 65).    Thus Murray
spoke of money as " the common measure wherewith all trade is driven " :
A Proposal for the Advancement of Trade (1676), 4.
2	Commons Debates, 1621 (ed. Notestein, Relf, and Simpson), ii. 29 (cf.
infra, vol. iii. 63).
9 Ibid. iv. 112.
4 Sprat, The History of the Royal Society (1667), 383.

